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... production, dissipation and transport of turbulent energy!
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〈δuiδuk〉
〈δuiδuk〉→ δui = (ui (Xc + r/2, t)− ui (Xc − r/2, t))
rj
ui (Xc − r/2)
x1









Xc = (x1 + x2)/2
r = x2 − x1
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〈δuiδuk〉: indefinite plane channel









〈δuiδuk〉: indefinite plane channel
〈δuiδuk〉(Yc , rx , ry , rz ) = 〈uiuk〉|y1 +〈uiuk〉|y2︸ ︷︷ ︸
sum of variances
−2Rui |y1uk |y2 (rx , rz)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cross−correlation
y1 = Yc − ry/2












〈δuiδuk〉(Yc , rx , ry , rz ) 6=〈uiuk〉|y1 +〈uiuk〉|y2
↓
Rui |y1uk |y2 (rx , rz ) 6= 0
Coherent structures!
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• ξ(Yc , r)→ Net production of 〈δuiδuk〉 at scale r and position Yc




























































ry/2 < Yc !
z
y
Budget equation for 〈δuiδuk〉: Field lines
dx






in the 〈δuiδuk〉 transfers!
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Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200): 〈δuδu〉 in rx = 0-space
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Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200): 〈δuδu〉 in rx = 0-space































• Budget equation for 〈δuiδuk〉
• Exact Derivation
• Physical interpretation
• Link to coherent structures
• Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200)
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〈δuδv〉↔〈uv〉 〈uv〉→ increase Cf
• Drag reduced flow
Highlight the main changes
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Something more ... • Budget equation for 〈δuiδuk〉
• 〈δvδv〉 in rx = 0-space
• 〈δwδw〉 in rx = 0-space
• 〈−δuδv〉 in rx = 0-space
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• Flux of 〈δuiδuk〉 in the space of scales








j = 1, 2, 3
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• Flux of 〈δuiδuk〉 in the physical space



































































− 4 (∗i,k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dissipation
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ry/2 < Yc !
z
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Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200): 〈δvδv〉 in rx = 0-space




























Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200): 〈δvδv〉 in rx = 0-space
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Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200): 〈δwδw〉 in rx = 0-space








































































































Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200): 〈−δuδv〉 in rx = 0-space








Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200): 〈−δuδv〉 in rx = 0-space











Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200): 〈−δuδv〉 in rx = 0-space
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